LifeLinxBP.com

LifeLinxBP™ is an automatic blood pressure monitoring system that combines technology and clinical techniques to help
individuals diagnosed with hypertension (high blood pressure) gain control over their condition. Its unique technology
connects patients with doctors, clinicians, family members and care-givers.
Here’s how it works.
Using a wireless blood pressure cuff, readings are captured by an Android tablet. They are automatically reviewed by
LifeLinxBP personnel and simultaneously sent to a team of clinicians and doctors.
The data helps your doctor, a hypertension specialist, prescribe the precise medications needed to safely control your
blood pressure.
If readings are out of range, or if blood pressure measurements have not been taken for a long a time, you will be
alerted along with the medical team to take appropriate corrective action.
LifeLinxBP monitoring service is like having a team of nurses and a doctor continuously on standby to help you get
control over your hypertension! And staying healthy allows you to live the life you want.
Enjoy a full range of benefits.
Better control. You play an important role in
managing your healthcare. Research shows
using LifeLinxBP technology and medical
procedures is the most effective thing you can
do to successfully gain control over blood your
pressure.

Remote patient monitoring is especially effective for
hypertension control. In clinical testing, 91% of participants
who used automatic monitoring achieved control of their
blood pressure compared to only 50% of individuals who
did not.*

Continuous protection. Hypertension is a chronic disease. LifeLinxBP is designed to continuously monitor and
send data alerts to your doctor, family or caregiver to provide continuous care.
Dedicated professionals. At LifeLinxBP, your health care is always handled as “mission-critical.” Our company is
run by military veterans—including 14 admirals and generals as advisors. Their operations expertise coupled
with our team of LifeLinxBP physicians and specialists ensure you receive the highest quality of care.
Greater convenience. LifeLinxBP facilitates regular, frequent anytime, anywhere monitoring—reducing the
number of in-person office visits to your doctor.
Stronger physician bond. LifeLinxBP nurtures a closer connection between patients and physicians. Video
telehealth consultations can be easily facilitated using the tablet included in the LifeLinxBP monitoring kit.
Easy startup. Answer four simple questions to see if LifeLinxBP is right for you. You could soon be on your way
to full control over your blood pressure, freeing you from worry to do the things you like to do.
If you don’t qualify for any LifeLinxBP right now, please check back with us again. Health conditions can change, and
we’ll be here ready to help when you need us. Thank you for your interest in LifeLinxBP.

*Source: American Medical Association / Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) Pilot Study
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